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The resulle of mea-sur ement o f the depolarlzatlnn 
parameter In the polarized proton beam eoatter tng t>y pro
tone at an ales 64 , 7:.1, 108 and 126° In the oentre-of-mas " 
11yetem are repo rted. In scatter ing a t &ogles 54, 72 and 
goo the normal c o mponent o f p roton beam polari zation 
c h .. n ges only slig h tly. T he eum and th e differ ence o f de
polarization parameter values lor scattering angles .sym
metr ic a l re latively t o the di re ction of g o o a r e Interpreted 
In terms o r the amplitudes of pp-eeatler ing matr ix. 

INTRODUCTION 

The previous experiments have shown that the polarized proton beam scattering by protons at 640 ',leV 

at an angle of 90° in the centre-of-mass system (c.m.s.} causes weak depolarization of t!1e beam/ 1/. This 

result wifttesses that at this energy the pp-interaction , connected with elas tic scattering at large angles 

is comparatively se/ Jom accompanied hy changes of spin orientation. :C:urther information, concerning the 

character of pp-interoctions, can he oiJtoineJ from experiments in which the depolarization parameter is mea

suriJ at s cattering angles bot.~ o~ve and below 90° (c.m. s.}, that hot been realised in the present work . 

• ? esults of such measurements give two independent relations between the amplituJes of pp-scoHering matrix 

in addition to two relations, corresponding to the data on angular Jependence of differential cross sections 

and to those of polarization. 

The experiments in question have Men performeJ at the 6-meter synchrocyclotron of the Joint Institu

te for Nuclear Research in accordance with the programme of pp-interaction studies of 660 :.te'l . 

PROCEDURE OF MEASUREMENTS AND 

RESULTS 

The scheme of the experiment, plotteJ in Fig. 1, was the same in general features as in the preceding 

experiments (see ;-ig. 7 a in/ 11). The proton beam with the polarization P = 0.58 ± 0.03 and the energy of 

640 ± 7 2 C.leV, scattered insiJe the synchrocyclotron chamber to the left at an angle of 9° in the b•rillium 

target-polarizer, has been used. The second scattering took place in a cylinclrical container 12 em in diame

ter, filled with liquicl hydrogen. In the centre of the liquicl hyclrogen target the overage proton energy wos 

equal to 635 MeV, the density of the beam 3 em in diameter was 7. 105 proton/ cm2 sec. 

The depolarization parameter D was measured ot 18Q interval of the scattering angle 92 ranging 

from 54° up to 126°. The beam of protons, seconJ-scottered to the left of an angle of 92 wos determined by 

a three-counter telescope C 1• C2 
1
C3. In orcler to separate elastic pp-scattering from the accompanying 

inelastic processes, which toke place in the liquicl hydrogen target, the scattered one/ recoil protons were 

registered !Jy the conjugated telescope c1,c2,c3 one/ C3, C9, the angle of divergen ce between them was 

corresponJing to the kinematics of elastic pp-collisfons. 

The normal component of the polarization 'foetor of the seconcl-scottered protons was determined by 
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measuring the left-right asymmetry E3 n o f the chargee/ particles emmitec/ in the direction of 83 = 120 

(lob. system) from the carbon target-analyser •~.J· These measurements con s isted in the registration ol nine

laic/ co/ncic/ences ol impulses fro m the counters, grouped into the telescopes C7, C2, C3 one/ Ca, C9 and 

the counters ol the telescope C 4 , C5, C6, C], detecting triply scotterec/ protons. 

In the registered number ol ninefo/J coincidences the corrections were introc/ucec/ which took into ac

count o) occiclentol ninelolcl coincidences ( ""'1%), b) the effect ol the empty container ( ,_.3%). In orcler 

to be convinced that the angles 83, counted to the felt one/ to the right ore really equal one/, consequently, 

there is no possibility of appearing Ioise asymmetry owing to clillerence ol zero reading ol the 

scale ol93 with the ellective axis ol the secondary beam, the profile ol the seconc/-scatterec/ protons ol the 

beam was carefully meosurec/ ot oil the angles ol measurement. The proceclure ol these experiments was ana

logous to that which hac/ been used earlier by Oerkely group/ 2/ 

The clepolorizotion parameter 0(92) was foun d from the relotion / 31: 

D = ~ ~" ( 1 + f.'/~ ) - .!?. e, P1 ' ( l ) 

where P1 is the initio/ polarization of the beam, P2 Is the polarization, arising in the unpolorizeJ pro

ton beam scattering in hyclrogen at o given angle 82. The mognitucleoncl angular c/epenc/ence ol P2 ore 

known lrom the previous measurements/ 4/ . 

£3 is the left-right asymmetry, observec/ experimentally in the emission ol the charged particles 

from the carbon target, bomborclecl by the proton beam with the polarizations P1 and the energy equal to t f1ot 

ol protons, scattered in hydrogen at an angle ol 92. In the meosOrements ol this asymmetry the some tech

nique was usee/ os in the measurements ol E:m . The counters C7, C2, C3 and the carbon target were ins

to/lee/ in the primar y polarized proton beam, the energy ol which was rec/ucec/ to that ol the secon d-scattered 

proton beam by means ol a lifter, mocle olleoJ and po/yethe/ene plates. Particles, emitted from the carbon 

target in the direction ol 12°, were registroted by the telescope c4, c5,c6, c7, switcf1ecl in coinciclen-

ce with the telescope CJ, C2, C3. Simultaneously the intensity ol the primary beam was rec/ucec/ 50-700 

times. It is necusory to marie that measurements, performec/ with slowing clown lifters, which hoc/ clillerent 

ratio between the thickness ol lead and po/yethefene foyers, gave values which are in agreement within 

stone/ore/ clevi at ions. 

At each angle ol observation 70- 12 indepenclently repeatec/ measurements ol the asymmetries E3, 

and ~ 
3 

were perlormec/. In the overwhelming majority ol cases the results ol the repeated measurements 

coincidecl within experimental errors. Data on overage energies and also on angle divergence ol protons in 

the seconc/-scotterec/ beams ore 1/stec/ in the table together with experimentally meosurec/ asymmetries l 3" 
one/ E. 3 one/ their stotisHcol errors. The obtained values ol the depolarization parameter lor clfllerent 

scattering angles are also listecl there. 

ll 
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Tab 1 e 

The values of the asymmetries c 3, 1 £3 and those of the depolarization parameter D 

(for 82 = 90° the results are taken from/ 11) 

= = -==-- =-=- -=- = 

E2 ± A E2 £ 3 ± 4 [. 3 E 3n ± l\ C 3n D ± 4 D 
-- M__!£ ----------
490 ± 20 0.121 ~ 0.005 0.161 .t 0.024 0 .99 :1 0.25 

416 ;t. 21 0.173 ± 0.008 0.164 :!. 0.029 0.69 ~ 0.20 

315 ± 20* 0.216 ± 0.0 12 0.200 ± 0.032 0.93 ± 0.17 

219 ± 27 0.198 ± 0.011 -0.023 :1 0.033 0.28 ~ 0.16 

125 ± 21 0.157.- :!: 0.015 . -0 .009 ± 0 .036 0.57 t.. 0.20 

DISCUSSION 

According to Wollens tein/ 3/ the depolarization parameter con change in the limits o f 

- l + 2 / P2/ ~ D ~ + 1 . The results, obtained in these experiments, show that the depolarization pa-

rameter, corresponding to pp-scottering ot an gles 54, 72, 90, 108 one/ 126°, has a positive value. t.loreover, 

for angles 54,72 one/ 90° the value of the depolarization parameter was founc/ to be neor + 1. Comparing the 

asymmetry values f '3n one/ £3 , obtai nee/ for angles 54°,72° anc/·900, one con see that in pp-

scattering ot these angles the normal component of polarization c/oes not undergo considerable changes. 

Earlier the systematic measuremen ts of the c/epolarizotion parameter in pp·scattering had been 

performed at 375/ S/ and 743/ 6/:Aev for angles less than 90°. In both cases the obtained values of the depo

larization parameter had a positive sign*': The comparing o f the available clata on triple proton scattering 

shows that with the increase of the energy from 143 up to 635 MeV in the interval of the scattering angles of 

50° ~ 92 ~ 90° there appears o tendency to the increas e of the depolarization parameter. Indications 

on this feature of pp-interaction in the energy range unc/er study hod been more convincing if the measurements 

* 1.! l/ it is pointed out by mistaJu that the energy divergence of the second-scattered protons iJ :t 4Q M~V. in realit y It 
Is :t 20 MeV. 

** . The Hmwtt/1 /CrouP_ 1 7 I bas f o'!nd negative value of the d epolmi:r.atlon pmamcter fqr a"Jiu i'l t be intut•al of 50 '! Bj90°· 
on observong depolari:r.ation "' pp-scattero11g at 142 MeV. Thos result, however, was not co11forme (see/ 61 ). It i s 11ecess rny to matk 
that tbe slg11 of tbe depolatization pmameter is eztremely sensitive to nuclear potential models used. Thu s, the values of tbe 

depoltll/zatfon parameter, found in/61 , are In agteement with the calculations of GpmMel and Thaler wbo have uud the s tatic poten• 
tlal witb the addition o/ r.s.tetm whil e the use of the Sigodi-Marsbak potentiaj/'11 leads to tbe value of the d•polarl:rallon parame
t•r, dilforing even by the sign /rom that, given by tbe uperiment. 
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of the clepolorizotion parameter hoc/ been performec/ with a better accuracy onJ with less energy in · 

tervol s. 

If one writes the matrix of pp-scottering In notations of work / 31, 

M = BS + C (~ +6t)ii + ~G [(~i;J(~K) + (6p)(~p}j T + 

+ H [ rZi<H~i<J- r~pH~fJl T + .N (6ii}(~iiJ T 
( 2) 

one/ expresses the differential cross section of the unpolorizecl proton beam scattering by protons 

tt'g {8)and the depolarization parameter D {8) by the complex amplitudes 8, C, G, H and N 

in the following form: 

6.(BJ = 1,. I BJ2+ 2/C/
2 

+ j /G -J.I/ 2
+ ~ IN/

2
+ JIl-l/~ ( 3 J 

6o(-6J[i-Df-DJ}= j [B -N-8} 2
+/H/ 2

, (4J 

then k eepin g in mind that B 
1 

S{&ir8 onJ H are even and G one/ N ore oclcl functions of cos 9, 

it is not dilficult to show that th~ values of the depolarization parameter for angles symmetrical 

relatively to the d irection of 90 are connected by the following two independent relations with , 
the amplitudes of the scattering matrix: 

6o(tJJ[ DffJJ+/Jf~-fl}j== 4/C/ 2-F/.JI/ 2
- /H/ 2

, ( s J 

6 0 (1JJ{D ( fl}-DfJr-'U)j= Re {!G-.N]B'J. (6J 

Hence, it is s een that the product of the Jifferential cross section ~ {B) Aly the sum 

[ Dl BJ + D {7-81} i s represented only by the triplet amplituJes C, N ancl H, whereas the 

product of the differential cross section 0: {8) by the difference{ .DftJ} -.Df'II· 6J}is wholly 

cousec/ b y singlet-triplet in ter feron ce. 

Basing on tf1e results of the present experiments, one con state with confidence that in pp

s cattering at 660 !.teV the sum [Df8} + D {'7r- 8J] is not equal to zero. It means that in pp-scot· 

C ...... I-
tering matrix 0 great role is playecl by the triplet terms ( (J +crt n ' 
H[cailu~itJ - totp}{~tP)] ancl Kf~nUqttifJ. 

As it has been mentioned alreacly in / 1/ from the fact that 0(90°) is near + 1, it follows that the 
..... ._.} ~ 

term C(rr + o; n gives the main contribution into scattering at an angle ol 90°. 

In orcler to find out whether the c/ilference between the observed values 0(8) one/ D(7T-9) 

is valuable or it is occic/entol, it was necessary to analyse the character of dis tribut ion of all 

... 

~ 
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the errors of the measvrec/ asymmetries £.311 anc/ f 3 , ancl also of the polarizations P1 anc/ 

P2. The result of statistical analysis Is as follows: the probabilities, that the difference 

[ .Dl Sit •) - .D { 116 •J]anc/ []) {7t.•J - .D (l~a?] by the module diUer from zero, ore 80% anc/ 86%, 

respectively. Both the differences between the observed values of the Jepolarlzatlon parameter are 

proctically independent of each other and the probability that the accidental deviation of both the 

differences from the overage value, equal to zero, which talces place simultaneously, malcei up 3% 

only. 

Thus, though the accuracy of the Jato of the present experiments is poor, these Jato, however, 

lnJicate that in the treateJ region of energy anJ of scattering angles the singlet-triplet interferencr 

talces place, hence, it follows that the final states of pp-system incluJe some mixture ol singlet 

states. 

The authors wish to express their gratituJe to Ya.A. Smorodinslci, S.N. Solcolov, N.P.Kie

pllcov anJ R.t.l. Rync/ln for· useful discussions. 
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The scheme of arrangement of the scafterers and the registrating equipme~t in the scattering 

plane. /1 is the monitor, ,'?2 is the second scatterer (a container with liaiud hydrogen), 

.'?3 is the third scatterer ( a graphite block 5 x 5 cm2 in section and 6 em thick ), C 1··· ~9 

are scintillation counters which had sizes 6 .5 x 6.5 .
1 

6 x 7 J 6 x 7, 6 x 6, 

6 x 6.5, 6.5 x 7, 6.5 x 6.51 7.5 x 12, snd 8 .5 x 13 horisontally and vertically, respective

ly, and 6/flm thick. The measurements of J(126°) were fulfilled without the counters C 2 

and C5, and simultaneously< the third scatterer 5 x 5 cm2 in section and 3 em thick was used. 

The dashed curve shows the location of the lead shielding. 
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